





Art of living meets
performance
demand
For us, the art of living is an appreciation of beauty to create.
Inspiration out of it at any moment in time
Performance is a permanent feature of our life. Day after day, we demand performance
delivering daily performance requires solid ground beneath our feet  
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*Colours shown in the catalogue may vary from the actual product colours.



(Stone Plastic Composite) (SPC)

   

   

   

   



DJI. MW-451   Natural Oak    60’’*8’’     1517.2*196.4*4.0mm   0.55mm    PU

Proclamations: all product drawing & function-instruction is used for reference only, the finally correct detail’s please
see in instruction and packing kinds, we reserved the finally explanatory rights. 


 



DJI. MW-452  White Mist Oak    60’’*8’’     1517.2*196.4*4.0mm   0.55mm    PU

Proclamations: all product drawing & function-instruction is used for reference only, the finally correct detail’s please
see in instruction and packing kinds, we reserved the finally explanatory rights. 


 



DJI. MW-453  Quartz Grey Oak    60’’*8’’     1517.2*196.4*4.0mm   0.55mm    PU

Proclamations: all product drawing & function-instruction is used for reference only, the finally correct detail’s please
see in instruction and packing kinds, we reserved the finally explanatory rights. 


 



DJI. MW-454  Platinum Grey Oak    60’’*8’’     1517.2*196.4*4.0mm   0.55mm    PU

Proclamations: all product drawing & function-instruction is used for reference only, the finally correct detail’s please
see in instruction and packing kinds, we reserved the finally explanatory rights. 


 



DJI. MW-455  Sand Yellow Oak    60’’*8’’     1517.2*196.4*4.0mm   0.55mm    PU

Proclamations: all product drawing & function-instruction is used for reference only, the finally correct detail’s please
see in instruction and packing kinds, we reserved the finally explanatory rights. 


 



DJI. MW-456  Brown Beige Oak    60’’*8’’     1517.2*196.4*4.0mm   0.55mm    PU

Proclamations: all product drawing & function-instruction is used for reference only, the finally correct detail’s please
see in instruction and packing kinds, we reserved the finally explanatory rights. 


 



DJI. MW-457  Light Yellow Sawtooth Birch    60’’*8’’     1517.2*196.4*4.0mm   0.55mm    PU

Proclamations: all product drawing & function-instruction is used for reference only, the finally correct detail’s please
see in instruction and packing kinds, we reserved the finally explanatory rights. 


 



DJI. MW-458  Light White Sawtooth Birch    60’’*8’’     1517.2*196.4*4.0mm   0.55mm    PU

Proclamations: all product drawing & function-instruction is used for reference only, the finally correct detail’s please
see in instruction and packing kinds, we reserved the finally explanatory rights. 


 



DJI. MW-459  Golden Merbau    60’’*8’’     1517.2*196.4*4.0mm   0.55mm    PU

Proclamations: all product drawing & function-instruction is used for reference only, the finally correct detail’s please
see in instruction and packing kinds, we reserved the finally explanatory rights. 


 



DJI. MW-460  Fawn Brown Merbau    60’’*8’’     1517.2*196.4*4.0mm   0.55mm    PU

Proclamations: all product drawing & function-instruction is used for reference only, the finally correct detail’s please
see in instruction and packing kinds, we reserved the finally explanatory rights. 


 



DJI. MW-461  Chestnut Brown Walnut    60’’*8’’     1517.2*196.4*4.0mm   0.55mm    PU

Proclamations: all product drawing & function-instruction is used for reference only, the finally correct detail’s please
see in instruction and packing kinds, we reserved the finally explanatory rights. 


 



DJI. MW-462  Grey White Sleeper    60’’*8’’     1517.2*196.4*4.0mm   0.55mm    PU

Proclamations: all product drawing & function-instruction is used for reference only, the finally correct detail’s please
see in instruction and packing kinds, we reserved the finally explanatory rights. 


 



DJI. MW-463  Red Brown Sleeper   60’’*8’’     1517.2*196.4*4.0mm   0.55mm    PU

Proclamations: all product drawing & function-instruction is used for reference only, the finally correct detail’s please
see in instruction and packing kinds, we reserved the finally explanatory rights. 


 



DJI. MW-464 Classic Cork    60’’*8’’     1517.2*196.4*4.0mm   0.55mm    PU

Proclamations: all product drawing & function-instruction is used for reference only, the finally correct detail’s please
see in instruction and packing kinds, we reserved the finally explanatory rights. 


 



DJI. MS-465  Telegrey Cement Plate    60’’*8’’     1517.2*196.4*4.0mm   0.55mm    PU

Proclamations: all product drawing & function-instruction is used for reference only, the finally correct detail’s please
see in instruction and packing kinds, we reserved the finally explanatory rights. 


 



DJI. MS-466  Anthracite Grey Cement Plate    60’’*8’’     1517.2*196.4*4.0mm   0.55mm    PU

Proclamations: all product drawing & function-instruction is used for reference only, the finally correct detail’s please
see in instruction and packing kinds, we reserved the finally explanatory rights. 
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